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Abstract This paper deals with the dynamics of jointed flexible structures in multibody
simulations. Joints are areas where the surfaces of substructures come into contact, for ex-
ample, screwed or bolted joints. Depending on the spatial distribution of the joint, the overall
dynamic behavior can be influenced significantly. Therefore, it is essential to consider the
nonlinear contact and friction phenomena over the entire joint. In multibody dynamics, flex-
ible bodies are often treated by the use of reduction methods, such as component mode
synthesis (CMS). For jointed flexible structures, it is important to accurately compute the
local deformations inside the joint in order to get a realistic representation of the nonlinear
contact and friction forces. CMS alone is not suitable for the capture of these local non-
linearities and therefore is extended in this paper with problem-oriented trial vectors. The
computation of these trial vectors is based on trial vector derivatives of the CMS reduc-
tion base. This paper describes the application of this extended reduction method to general
multibody systems, under consideration of the contact and friction forces in the vector of
generalized forces and the Jacobian. To ensure accuracy and numerical efficiency, different
contact and friction models are investigated and evaluated. The complete strategy is applied
to a multibody system containing a multilayered flexible structure. The numerical results
confirm that the method leads to accurate results with low computational effort.
Keywords Flexible multibody dynamics · Joint contact · Dry fiction · Model order
reduction
1 Introduction
Complex mechanical structures commonly consist of different substructures connected by
joints. In this article, the term “joint” is used for the region where two substructures interact
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with each other. Inside the joint area, nonlinear contact and friction forces occur, which can
strongly influence the overall dynamic behavior of such structures. This is especially true for
structures that include joints with a large spacial distribution. In this work, only joints where
the relative displacement of the two involved surfaces with respect to each other remains
small are of interest. Such joints, for example, bolted joints, spot welded seams, and joints,
are of technical relevance.
In engineering practice, structures that include nonlinear contact and friction forces are
commonly analyzed with the direct finite element method (FEM). If the jointed structure
needs to be considered in a multibody simulation where it can be connected to other rigid
or flexible bodies and undergo a large rigid body motion, then a different strategy must
be applied. Linear flexible bodies are often considered using component mode synthesis
(CMS) [1–5] in combination with the floating frame of reference formulation (FFRF) [6, 7]
in the multibody simulation (MBS). For local nonlinearities, like in jointed structures, the
trial vectors provided by CMS are not suitable to capture small local deformations and, con-
sequently, the local contact pressure inside the joints. Therefore, in [8] a problem-oriented
extension of the common reduction base is presented using special joint trial vectors (JTVs)
that are based on trial vector derivatives (TVDs). These JTVs add local flexibility to the joint
area to ensure an accurate computation of the gapping or penetrating areas inside the joint.
TVDs have already been used in [9–12] to extend the common reduction base in order to
capture nonlinear effects. In [12] TVDs are also used in the context of MBS for an efficient
reduction of structures showing geometric nonlinearities.
In addition to the JTVs, the contact and friction models are also of high importance for
the efficient consideration of structures with lap joints in the MBS. In order to produce
realistic results within acceptable computational time, the models must combine the prop-
erties of accuracy and numerical efficiency. Systematic research on jointed structures has
been carried out by Gaul and his associates [13–15]. Their contributions are based on an
experiment with an isolated generic joint, which has been systematically investigated. The
tangential stiffness and damping properties of the joint were studied with respect to normal
pressure, excitation frequency, and excitation amplitude. Based on the experimental results,
proper mathematical models were deduced from literature and applied to certain problems.
The conclusions drawn from these investigations are summarized in the review paper [16]. It
was revealed that a Coulomb-type friction model is able to describe the main characteristics
of a lap joint with dry friction. This observation has been shared by other authors as well,
and examples of variations of the Coulomb fiction models (e.g., Iwan model) are given [17,
18]. In [18] a jointed beam is compared to a monolithic structure with the same geometric
dimensions, and the results underline the importance of the proper consideration of joints in
dynamic simulations. For the local energy dissipation, the local contact pressure is of signif-
icant importance. Consequently, a varying normal pressure distribution throughout the joint
due to varying deformations must be regarded for accurate dynamics [19].
The required flexibility inside the joint area of the reduced structure is achieved by ex-
tending the reduction base with special JTVs. Furthermore, an investigation into contact and
friction models with a focus on numerical efficiency is performed to ensure a low overall
computational time.
After a general problem description and introduction in Sect. 1, the paper continues in
Sect. 2 with a short review of the properties of dry friction joints. Out of this review, the
physical requirements on the friction model are defined. In Sect. 3 the theory of JTVs in
the context of multibody simulation and the FFRF will be given. Section 4 discusses how
nonlinear contact and friction forces inside a joint are considered in the vector of general-
ized forces together with their contribution to the Jacobian. Following that, a comparison
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of different contact models (Sect. 5.1) and friction models (Sect. 5.2) in terms of numerical
efficiency and accuracy is given. Nonpenalty methods, for example, the Lagrange method
or the augmented Lagrange method [20] are not included in this investigation. This section
ends with a numerical investigation of the friction models on a simple multimass oscillator.
A numerical example of a multibody system (car pendulum model with multilayer sheet
metal structure) is presented in Sect. 6, where the suggested JTVs and contact models are
investigated in more detail. Finally, a discussion and some conclusions are given in Sect. 7
and Sect. 8.
2 Brief review of lap joints with dry friction
A detailed investigation of dry friction inside joints has been performed by Gaul and his
associates [13–15]. These latter contributions are based on an interesting experiment, in
which a generic joint was isolated and systematically investigated. The tangential stiffness
and damping properties of the joint were studied with respect to normal pressure, excitation
frequency, and amplitude. The literature points out that the fundamental characteristics of
experimental results can be analytically or numerically reproduced when the friction model
of an arbitrary point inside the joint can capture three different states, namely:
– Gaping: The involved surfaces are not in contact at the considered point. Consequently,
there is no friction stress.
– Sticking: The involved surfaces at the considered point are in contact, and the local fric-
tion stress is lower than a certain sticking stress limit. The sticking stress limit typically
depends on the contact pressure and a friction coefficient. During sticking, no energy is
dissipated, and the relative displacement of the two surfaces is zero or elastic (reversible).
– Slipping: The involved surfaces at the considered point are in contact, and the local fric-
tion stress is higher than the sticking stress limit. Slipping leads to energy dissipation
because the relative displacement of the involved surfaces is irreversible. The frequency
dependency of the energy dissipation is very small and can be neglected. Note that also
in the case of local sliding, the small displacement assumption still holds due to the con-
struction of the joint.
Furthermore, the cited literature mentions that the described behavior can be captured with
a three-parameter Coulomb-type friction model, as shown in Fig. 1, where τF denotes the
friction stress, s is the relative tangential displacement, (c1 + c2) is the slope of the stick
motion, c2 is the slope of slip motion, and RG is the sticking stress limit. For the investigated
metallic joints, the stick motion slope (c1 + c2) and the slip motion slope c2 are nonzero.
Fig. 1 Three-parameter Coulomb-type friction model: model and hysteresis
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The mathematical formulation of this model [14, 15] can be given as




c1(s − sG) + RG sgn(s˙G) if |τF,1| < RG,
RG sgn(s˙G) if |s˙| = 0,
(1)
where τF,1, τF,2 denote the friction stresses according to the springs, sG is the displacement
at the switching point between sticking and slipping, and sgn () is the signum function. In
[15], it is mentioned that the common approach RG = μpN , where μ is the friction coef-
ficient and pN is the contact pressure, is valid for the friction model defined by Eq. (1).
Furthermore, the friction coefficient μ has been computed based on the measured data. This
reveals that the computed values are similar to those known from the literature. Furthermore,
it has been confirmed by experiments that μ does not depend on contact pressure.
The resulting frictional characteristic of a distributed joint and its effect on the entire
structure is given as the sum of all gapping, sticking, and slipping areas inside the joint.
Consequently, the local description of Eq. (1) has to be applied to the relevant degrees of
freedom (DOFs) over the entire joint in case of a discrete approach like the FEM. Consider-
ing the entire joint, three different states can occur:
– The sticking condition is satisfied at each location throughout the joint.
– The joint is partially slipping and sticking. In the literature, this state often constitutes
microslip.
– There is no sticking subarea, and the entire joint is slipping. This state is commonly
referred to macroslip. Note that in such a case, the former restriction of small relative dis-
placement of the joint surfaces with respect to each other no longer holds. For many types
of joints, the appearance of macroslip indicates joint failure. Therefore, the macroslip
state lies outside the scope of this paper.
3 Joint trial vectors based on trial vector derivatives
The computation of contact and friction forces is based on the deformation of the joint area.
Classical trial vectors for model reduction, for example, CMS, do not describe the defor-
mation inside the joint accurately enough. In this section a problem-oriented extension of
classical reduction bases with the purpose of getting sufficient accuracy in the joint defor-
mation is discussed. Based on an accurate deformation of the joint, the contact and friction
forces can be precisely computed.
Such an extension was introduced by Witteveen and the author [8] for the FEM and is
based on the computation of TVDs. This approach is extended to the MBS in this and the
following sections.
For FE-modeled jointed flexible structures, the equation of motion can be written in the
form
Mx¨ + Kx = f(t) − fNL(x) (2)
if a penalty formulation of the contact and friction phenomenon [20, 21] is used. In this
equation, the (nFE × 1) vector x denotes the nodal DOFs, M and K denote the structures
(nFE × nFE) mass matrix and stiffness matrix, respectively. The external forces are collected
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in the (nFE × 1) vector f(t), and the nonlinear contact and friction forces are combined in
the (nFE × 1) vector fNL(x) . One possible strategy to reduce the number of DOFs in Eq. (2)
for dynamic simulations is model order reduction via projection. Therefore, r time-invariant





ϕiqf,i = qf . (3)
The r trial vectors are collected in the (nFE × r) matrix , and the scaling factors in the
(r × 1) vector qf . In the context of multibody simulation, the scaling factors are also called
flexible coordinates. In order to get a reduced equation of motion, Eq. (3) is inserted into
Eq. (2) and premultiplied with T. This leads to
M˜q¨f + K˜qf = Tf(t) − TfNL(qf ) (4)
with the (r × r) reduced mass matrix and stiffness matrix M˜ = TM, K˜ = TK.
For linear flexible structures, CMS has become an established reduction method (see
[1–5]). In this case, the reduction base  is a combination of v vibration mode shapes
V (also called normal modes (NMs)) and s trial vectors, which are basically deformation
shapes due to static loads S,
 = CMS = [VS]. (5)
Both types of trial vectors are functions of the mass and stiffness matrix of the structure.
In the nonlinear case, the stiffness matrix becomes state dependent. Consequently, a certain
trial vector should be state dependent as well. Due to model order reduction (Eq. (3)), this
state dependency leads to a dependency on the trial vector weighting factors. This depen-
dency can be expressed by a Taylor series expansion as













+ terms of higher order. (6)
The principal idea of JTVs is to use the first order TVDs ∂ϕi
∂qf,j
to approximate the change
of a certain trial vector due to the deformation state. A general derivation for TVDs can be
found in [9–11]. In [8] also a practical computation algorithm for contact problems is given.
For both types of trial vectors, vibration mode shapes and static deformation mode






as long as inertia-related terms are neglected.
Using the first-order TVDs to approximate the state dependency provides far too high
a number (2(v + s)2) of potential new trial vectors for an efficient model order reduction.
Furthermore, investigations showed that TVDs contain redundant information. Therefore, a
weighted proper orthogonal decomposition (POD) [22, 23] is used in [8] to determine the
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important directions of the space spanned by all TVDs. The thereby computed trial vectors
are finally used for the extension of the reduction base
 = [VST] (8)
with the (nFE × t) matrix T containing the t chosen JTVs based on TVDs. The number of
additionally used JTVs depends on the actual problem. In [8] a possible estimator for this
number is given, and also the advantages of JTVs based on TVDs compared to other “joint
modes” like the one suggested in [24] are discussed in detail.








with the (nFE × 2(v + s)2) matrix TVD containing all TVDs. To use the reduction base
defined in Eq. (8) in the MBS, it must be ensured that the trail vectors do not contain any
rigid body content. Therefore, most commonly mode shape orthogonalization [25] is used.
Thereby an additional generalized eigenvalue problem using the reduced mass and stiffness
matrix
(K˜ − ωM˜)y = 0 (10)
is solved to obtain a new set of trial vectors
free = Y. (11)
The (nFE × r) matrix free contains the so-called free–free modes, and the (r × r) matrix
Y contains the r eigenvectors computed from Eq. (10). By rejecting the columns of free,
which correspond to zero eigenvalues, the rigid body content is removed.
A different strategy, which also leads to a set of new trial vectors that do not contain rigid
body content, is proposed in [26]. This strategy separates a set of arbitrary trial vectors into
pseudo-free-surface modes and rigid body modes.
It should be mentioned that the computation of TVDs and JTVs is not restricted to fixed
interface trial vectors. In [8] a remark on the computation of TVDs for free interface methods
(e.g., the Rubin method [2, 27]) can be found.
4 Contact and friction forces in the framework of MBS
Considering an FFRF for jointed flexible structure, the equations of motion for a multibody
system in combination with the constraint equations can be written as
Mˆ(q)q¨ + CTq(q)λ = Q(q˙,q, t), (12)
C(q) = 0, (13)
where q denotes the (n× 1) vector of generalized coordinates, and the (n×n) matrix Mˆ(q)
represents the mass matrix of the system. The (n×1) vector Q(q˙,q, t) includes the general-
ized forces, C(q) and Cq denote the (m×1) constraint equations and the (m×n) constraint
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Jacobian, and λ is the (m×1) vector of Lagrange multipliers. For more details, the interested
reader is referred to [6, 28].
The vector of generalized forces can be partitioned in
Q = Qv + Qe + Qnl,f (14)
with Qv being the quadratic velocity vector, also known as the velocity inertia vector [29],
Qe including the generalized external forces, and Qnl,f containing the generalized contact
and friction forces and the generalized flexible forces.






















































where the vector of generalized coordinates is partitioned into the translational DOFs R,
the rotational DOFs θ , and the flexible coordinates qf . A detailed insight into the separate
submatrices of Mi can be found in [6, 26, 28]. In Eq. (15), finl denotes the (nFE ×1) vector of
nonlinear forces of the flexible structure. Note that finl is a self-equilibrated force, which has
no contribution to the rigid body motion. The vector finl can be partitioned into the (nFE × 1)
vectors of contact fiN and friction forces fiF :
finl = fiN + fiF . (16)
The system of second-order differential equations defined in Eq. (15) still has to satisfy
the constraint equations C(q) = 0. One possibility for the numerical implementation is to
apply a time integration algorithm to the full system of differential algebraic equations. An
example for such a time integration algorithm is the HHT integrator as presented in [30, 31].
Therefore, the system’s Jacobian must be computed, and the following system of equations
must be solved:[
1













where h denotes the time step size, and α, β , γ are parameters of the time integration
algorithm. In Eq. (17) the subscripts ( )q and ( )q˙ denote the derivatives with respect to the
vector of generalized coordinates and the vector of generalized velocities. The vectors e1, e1
are the residual vectors for the equation of motion and the constraint equations.
Because the vector of nonlinear forces contributes to the vector of generalized forces Q,
the derivatives (i Tfinl)q, (i Tfinl)q˙ need to be computed for the Jacobian. Note that the
superscript i marking the body index in the MBS is omitted from now on. As a consequence
of the penalty formulation for contact forces and the claimed velocity independence of the
friction model, the derivation with respect to the generalized velocities, (Tfnl)q˙ can be set
to zero.
The nonlinear forces are only functions of the flexible coordinates qf and not of the other
components of the generalized coordinates. Therefore, only the derivation (Tfnl)qf must be
computed. By introducing the (r × 1) vector of modal nonlinear forces fmnl = Tfnl and the
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vectors of modal contact and friction forces fmN = TfN, fmF = TfF the required derivative












The contact and friction force vectors fN , fF can be directly calculated from the contact
pressure vector pN and the friction stress vector τF :
fN = PpN,
fF = PτF ,
(19)
where P denotes a time- and state-independent mapping matrix defined by the FE shape
functions.






puted for the derivatives needed in Eq. (18). The computation of these derivatives will be
further discussed in the following subsections.
For simpler reading, only a node-to-node contact is considered, and the derivatives are
only computed for a single contact pair. A general extension to the vector containing all
contact pairs is quite straightforward.
4.1 Computation of the contact pressure
In the penalty formulation, the (3 × 1) contact pressure vector pN,i for the ith contact pair
is given by
pN,i = pN,ini (20)
with the (3×1) normal vector ni of the contact pair. For all penalty formulations, the contact




) · ni = nTi (x2i − x1i ) (21)
with x2i , x1i representing (3×1) vectors containing the translational DOFs of the correspond-
ing FE nodes of the master and slave surfaces.
In general, the normal vector is a function of the deformation state and consequently a
function of the flexible coordinates (ni = ni (qf )). For the derivation of Eq. (20) with respect










In terms of trial-vector-based model order reduction, Eq. (21) becomes a function of the








With 2i , 1i being (3 × r) matrices containing the translational DOFs for the ith master–
slave contact pair of all trial vectors. Performing a derivation of Eq. (23) with respect to the
flexible coordinates leads to the (1 × r) row vector
∂gN,i
∂qf
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For the application of jointed structures with small sliding and the use of an FFRF, it can
be assumed that the normal vector does not change significantly with respect to the reference
configuration. Therefore, the term ∂ni
∂qf








and accordingly Eq. (22) can be written as
∂pN,i
∂qf







In Sect. 5 the derivative ∂pN,i
∂gN,i
for some selected penalty models is computed.
4.2 Computation of the friction stress
Depending on the friction model used, the relative tangential displacement si and the stick-
ing stress limit RG,i of the contact pair are used to describe the magnitude of the friction
stress τF,i . With the (3 × 1) tangential vector ti , the (3 × 1) friction stress vector τF,i can be
written as
τF,i = tiτF,i(si ,RG,i) (27)
with the quantities ti = ti (qf ), si = si(qf ), RG,i = RG,i(qf ) depending on the flexible coor-
dinates. Therefore, the required derivative ∂τF,i
∂qf

























in the case of trial-vector-based model order reduction. For each contact pair, there exist













the total tangential displacement can also be computed along
si =
√
s21,i + s22,i , (31)
and the tangential vector with
ti = s1,it1,i + s2,it2,i√
s21,i + s22,i
. (32)






in Eq. (28) depend on the friction model, whereas the other












































5 Selection of contact and friction models based on efficiency criteria
The reduction base presented in Sect. 3 shows an efficient way of getting an accurate rep-
resentation of the deformation inside a joint during dynamic simulations. To ensure low
computational effort for the entire computation process, it is also important that the con-
tact and friction models are numerically efficient. In addition to the numerical efficiency,
it is also important that the models capture the physical characteristics of the joint. Based
on these requirements, in the following sections, different contact and friction models are
evaluated, and a recommendation is given.
5.1 Investigation of contact models
Contact models have to ensure that the contacting surfaces do not penetrate (or at least not
perceptibly). Furthermore, the model should give a realistic representation of the contact
mechanics and the contact pressure with (few) physically meaningful parameters. In [32] a
review and comparison of different contact force models for contact and impact in multi-
body dynamics can be found, but these do not consider lap joints inside flexible structures
or numerical efficiency. In the following subsections, different penalty contact models are
investigated. For readability reasons, the derivative ∂pN,i
∂gN,i
for different models is given in
Appendix A.
5.1.1 Linear penalty model
The linear penalty model [20, 21] is a very widely used approach for the computation of
contact problems. For this model, the pressure-gap relationship is given by
pN,i =
{
0 if gN,i ≥ 0,
εN(−gN,i) if gN,i < 0, (35)
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Fig. 2 Linear penalty
Fig. 3 Multistage linear penalty
where εN > 0 is the penalty parameter. The linear penalty model needs only one param-
eter εN , which can be physically interpreted as a linear spring stiffness. The pressure-gap
relationship for this model is plotted in Fig. 2.
5.1.2 Multistage linear penalty model
The multistage linear penalty model is a simple extension of the classic linear penalty model.
The idea is that the pressure-gap relationship is divided into k sections with different penalty
parameters εN,k . Therefore, this model requires 2k parameters. The model is often used
by Gaul and his associates [33–36]. In [33, 35] a two-stage version of this model is used,
and the contact parameters for a best match between simulation and experiment are given.
For the two-stage linear penalty model, the pressure-gap relationship is plotted in Fig. 3.




0 if gN,i ≥ g0,
εN,0(g0 − gN,i) if g0 > gN,i > g1,
εN,0(g0 − g1) + εN,1(g1 − gN,i) if gN,i ≤ g1.
(36)
For the two-stage linear penalty model, the parameters (εN,0, εN,1, g0, g1) are required.
A physical interpretation of the parameters similar to the linear penalty model is easily
possible.
5.1.3 Power-function-based nonlinear penalty model
This version of a pressure gap relationship can be found in [37, 38] and uses the power
function. The pressure-gap relationship is plotted in Fig. 4 and mathematically described by
pN,i =
{
0 if gN,i ≥ 0,
εN |gN,i |m if gN,i < 0. (37)
The relationship was developed based on statistical models. For most metallic materials, the
parameter εN is proportional to the modulus of elasticity, and the parameter m ≈ 2 [37].
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Fig. 4 Power-function-based
penalty
Fig. 5 Quadratic-linear penalty
5.1.4 Combined quadratic-linear penalty model
This model has been used in [39, 40] and combines quadratic and linear penalty models
in order to get a smoother transition between gapping and penetration. The pressure-gap




0 if gN,i ≥ g0,
− 12(g1−g0) εN(gN,i − g0)2 if g0 > gN,i > g1,
−εNgN,i + 12εN(g1 + g0) if gN,i ≤ g1.
(38)
This model has a continuous slope of the pressure-gap relationship at the points g0, g1 and
requires three parameters (εN , g0, g1).
5.1.5 Exponential penalty model
An exponential penalty model can be found in [41] and is implemented in the commercially
available FEM software Abaqus. For this model, the pressure-gap relationship is plotted in
Fig. 6 and mathematically defined as
pN,i =
{
0 if gN,i ≥ g0,
p0
exp(1)−1 [(−gN,ig0 + 1)(exp(
−gN,i
g0
+ 1) − 1)] if gN,i < g0, (39)
where p0 is the contact pressure at gN,i = 0, and g0 > 0 is the gap at which pN,i = 0. For this
penalty model, only two parameters p0, g0 are needed. One disadvantage of this exponential
model is that a lot of floating point operations are required.
5.1.6 Joint-adapted exponential penalty model
This section describes a joint-adapted exponential penalty model, which is based on statisti-
cal approaches for describing the height distribution of the asperity summits, as in [42, 43].
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Fig. 6 Exponential penalty
Fig. 7 Joint-adapted exponential
penalty
Due to the roughness of metallic surfaces, contact only takes place on the summits of the
asperities of the surface. The Hertzian normal contact of two elastic spheres is applied to
model the contact of one single asperity of the surfaces. Furthermore, it is assumed that the
height distribution of the asperity summits can be described by an exponential distribution
[42, 43]. The statistical approach leads to a penalty model with physically meaningful con-
tact parameters [38]. The mathematical formulation of the pressure-gap relationship is given
by
pN,i = pN,0 exp
(−λN(gN,i − g0)), (40)
where λN is a statistical parameter, g0 > 0 is the initial distance between the highest peak
of the rough surface and the reference plane, and p0 > 0 is the pressure at gN,i = gN,0. The
parameter λN is defined as λN = 1σ > 0, where σ is the standard deviation of the height pro-
file of the rough surface. Therefore, a relationship between the profile roughness parameters
Ra , Rz and the parameter λN can be derived.
The main disadvantage of the numerical computation of Eq. (40) is that the contact pres-
sure is never exactly zero and needs to be evaluated for all values of gN,i . Therefore, a
modified exponential pressure-gap relationship is defined by
pN,i =
{
0 if gN,i ≥ g0,
εN(−gN,i + g0)(exp(λN(−gN,i + g0)) − 1) if gN,i < g0 (41)
and plotted in Fig. 7. For this joint-adapted exponential penalty model, three parameters g0,
λN , εN are needed. The parameter g0 can in most cases be set to zero. For some investiga-
tions, it may be a numerical advantage to have a small negative value for g0.
5.1.7 Comparison of contact models
In Fig. 8 the pressure-gap relationship for all discussed contact models is plotted. The pa-
rameters for the different models have been chosen in a way that they lead to the same
contact pressure for a defined penetration (g = −2.5 μm). It can be seen that for the linear
and multistage linear models, a step in the slope of the pressure-gap relationship at g = 0
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Fig. 8 Pressure-gap relationship for different penalty models
Table 1 Comparison of contact models
(A) (B) (C) (D) (E) (F)
simplicity of mathematical
description
+ ◦ + − ◦ ◦
number of parameters 1 ≥ 3 2 2 3 3
physical interpretation of
parameters
+ + − ◦ ◦ ◦
contact mechanical interpretation − − + + ◦ +
continuity of slope − − + + + +
(A) linear; (B) multistage linear; (C) power function based; (D) exponential; (E) quadratic-linear; (F) joint-
adapted exp
occurs. Besides these two models, all other penalty models show a continuous transition in
the pressure-gap relationship between gaping and penetration.
In Table 1 the properties of all discussed contact models are summarized and rated. The
linear penalty model is clearly the simplest. The multistage penalty model is also rather
simple but requires additional distinction in the pressure-gap relationship. This additional
distinction is also needed for the quadratic-linear model. The power-function-based and ex-
ponential models do not include additional case distinction but have a more complicated
(time consuming) mathematical description with a higher number of floating point opera-
tions.
The exponential and the power function based pressure-gap relationship can be associ-
ated with the Hertzian contact theory by using statistical models for the roughness of the
surfaces. For all other models, such a contact mechanical interpretation is not possible.
A study investigating the numerical efficiency of the different models follows in Sect. 6.2.
5.2 Investigation of friction models
In the sections that follow, different models for calculating the magnitude of the friction
stress τF,i found in the literature are reviewed and compared to the characteristics of dry
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fiction mentioned in Sect. 2. A good starting point for a literature review on friction models
is given by [16, 44, 45]. An investigation of alternatives to the Coulomb friction model can
also be found in [46], where especially the continuity of the models is investigated. The
focus in this paper is on friction models for dry friction inside joints that can capture the
microslip range mentioned in Sect. 2. Therefore, friction models describing sliding friction
(LuGre friction model [47], signum-friction models, Karnopp model, etc.) are not further
discussed here. The interested reader is referred to [44, 45, 48, 49].
Based on the insights in Sect. 2, the requirements for a friction model characterizing dry
fiction are:
– Two different nonzero slopes for the stick and slip regime.
– No energy dissipation in case of sticking.
– Frequency-independent energy dissipation.
– Physically reasonable parameters (as few as possible).
In the following sections different friction models are briefly reviewed, whereby the math-
ematical descriptions are given in Appendix B. The friction models are investigated on a
multimass oscillator and rated based on the defined criteria together with a special focus
on numerical efficiency. Finally, a decision matrix with a comprehensive evaluation of the
investigated friction models is presented.
5.2.1 Three-parameter Coulomb-type friction model
The three-parameter Coulomb-type friction model mentioned in Sect. 2 is used as a refer-
ence model for the computation of dry friction inside joints. The parameters of this model
are the sticking stress limit RG and two stiffness parameters c1, c2 for the slope of the stick-
ing and slipping motion.
The reference model is implemented using a trial frictional stress τ trF and decomposing
the tangential displacement into elastic (reversible) and plastic (irreversible) components
s = se + sp as discussed in [50].
5.2.2 Adapted Dahl friction model
The Dahl friction model [51] is a simple friction model, which was developed in 1968. This
model implies that the friction stress is only a function of the tangential displacement. The
displacement dependency of the friction stress dτD
ds
was described in further studies [52] by
Eq. (B.1), where σ0 is a stiffness parameter, and α is a model parameter.
In this form the Dahl friction model is well documented, for example, in [44, 45]. In
order to get the two required stiffness regimes for sticking and slipping, it is necessary to
extend the Dahl friction model by a parallel linear spring in the form of Eq. (B.3).
The Dahl friction model has three parameters (σ0, c2, α) in the discussed form. The two
stiffness parameters can be easily related to the reference model as σ0 = c1; c2 = c2. It must
be mentioned that, for RG → 0, numerical problems and a division by zero can occur. There-
fore, precautions must be applied to capture this case.
5.2.3 Valanis friction model
The Valanis model, originally known from plasticity theory, is used as a friction model in
[13, 15, 16]. In [15] a detailed derivation of the original plasticity model to the Valanis fric-
tion model can be found. The final equation for the friction stress is given by the differential
equation (B.4) with four model parameters E0, Et , κ , λ.
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Fig. 9 Three types of viscous damping models
A physical interpretation of the parameters for joints is possible. A detailed investigation
of the parameters in [15] results in the conclusion that E0 = c1 + c2 represents the sticking
stiffness and Et = c2 the sliding stiffness analogous with the reference model. The param-
eter κ influences the transition between sticking and sliding and therefore the shape of the
hysteresis curve. For a physical meaningful hysteresis (E0 > Et), the parameter has to be
chosen between 0 < κ < 1. The best fit of the hysteresis curve compared to the reference
model can be achieved with high values of κ . The parameter λ can be set into context to the
other parameters by Eq. (B.6).
5.2.4 Bouc–Wen friction model
A further possibility for describing the hysteresis curve is the Bouc–Wen friction model
[15]. The Bouc–Wen friction model is mathematically given by the differential equation
(B.7). Applying an implicit Euler scheme to discretize Eq. (B.7) leads to an equation that
cannot be solved explicitly. Similarly to the Dahl friction model, it is necessary to extend the
Bouc–Wen friction model with a parallel linear spring, and the final friction stress is given
by Eq. (B.8). In [15] a detailed investigation of the Bouc–Wen model can be found, and the
model parameters A, B , γ , n are identified with respect to the reference model as
A = c1, B = γ, B + γ = A
(RG)n
,
where n is a model parameter that determines the shape of the hysteresis.
5.2.5 Viscous damping models
A widely used method for the introduction of local joint damping in a jointed system is
the application of viscous dampers inside a joint; see [53]. Figure 9 contains three common
spring damper elements. Note that there exist different models with a different number of
serial and/or parallel springs and/or dampers. The advantage of this modeling approach is
its simplicity and the fact that the final system remains linear.
5.2.6 Comparison of the friction models
In this section the hysteresis curves of the afore-mentioned friction models are compared.
For these curves, the different friction models are excited with a prescribed relative tan-
gential displacement s and tangential slip velocity s˙. Figure 10(a) shows that the reference
model, the Valanis model, and the Bouc–Wen model are able to give a good representation
of two different slopes for sticking and sliding. For the Dahl friction model with α = 1,
the two slopes are not clearly separated, and for viscous damping, the sticking and slipping
slopes cannot be seen at all. In Fig. 10(b) the curves for pure sticking are plotted. Only the
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Fig. 10 Hysteresis of different friction models
Table 2 Comparison of friction parameters
Reference Dahl Valanis Bouc–Wen Viscous
Physical parameters RG, c1, c2 RG, σ0, c2 Et , E0, λ0 A –
Model parameters – α κ B, γ , n d, c1, c2
reference model shows real zero energy dissipation during sticking. For the Valanis model
and the Bouc–Wen model, the hysteresis for this case is very small and seems to give a good
representation of the real physical behavior. The Dahl friction model and the viscous damp-
ing clearly show a hysteresis and therefore energy dissipation during sticking. Comparing
the parameters of the friction models in Table 2 shows that for all parameters of the reference
model, a physical interpretation can be found. All other models have at least one parameter
that has no clear physical meaning but is necessary for the mathematical description.
In Table 3 the characteristics of the investigated friction models with respect to the de-
fined criteria are summarized. Drawing a conclusion from Table 3, it can be stated that
viscous damping is not able to fulfill any of the criteria to model dry friction inside joints.
Therefore, viscous damping is not included in the numerical study in Sect. 5.2.7.
5.2.7 Evaluation of friction models on a multimass oscillator
The four friction models (three-parameter Coulomb type model (reference model), Dahl,
Valanis, Bouc–Wen), which fulfill (most of) the defined criteria, are investigated in terms of
numerical efficiency in this section. Therefore, a multimass oscillator, as shown in Fig. 11, is
used, where each mass is connected to the ground with a friction element. For the investiga-
tions, the multimass oscillator was simulated with n = 100 masses, and the parameters were
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Table 3 Comparison of friction models
Reference Dahl Valanis Bouc–Wen Viscous
simplicity of mathematical
description
◦ ◦ – – +
sticking/sliding + ◦ + + –
no energy dissipation during
sticking
+ – ◦ ◦ –
frequency independent + + + + –
few physical parameters + ◦ ◦ – –
Fig. 11 Multimass oscillator
Table 4 Cases multimass oscillator
Gaping Varying RG Sticking/sliding Pure sticking
R∗
G











RG = RG02 cos( 3π2 t) + RG0 RG = RG0 RG = RG0
RG0 = 0.15 N RG0 = 0.15 N RG0 = 0.15 N RG0 = 5 N
set to k = 100 N/m,m = 0.1 kg, fext(t) = 0.2 sin(2πt) N. The friction parameters for differ-
ent friction models are represented by the vector c, and the particular parameters are defined
in Table 2. In order to achieve approximately the same behavior as in a real joint, different
cases are simulated. As one major influencing factor in all friction models, the sticking limit
RG is varied as shown in Table 4. For the case where gaping is simulated, a negative value
RG is interpreted as gaping. Besides the variation of RG, also the number of excited masses
and the sticking stiffness (c1 + c2) in the friction models is varied. The system was simu-
lated with all masses or only ten masses (mi , i = 1,10,15,25,50,65,80,85,90,99) being
excited. This leads to the behavior of some masses changing between sticking and slipping,
whereas other masses show pure sticking.
Exemplary for the different variations in the model parameters, the displacement curve
of mass m25 for varying RG and ten masses excited is plotted in Fig. 12. It can be seen
that the reference model, the Valanis model, and the Bouc–Wen model produce nearly the
same displacement curve. The Dahl friction model matches the curves quite well in the time
periods of sliding, whereas in the periods of sticking, a deviation from the other friction
models can be seen.
In order to evaluate the numerical efficiency of the four friction models, the computa-
tional time, the number of time steps, and the number of Jacobian updates during the time
integration are used as criteria. Averaged over all parameter variations, the results are shown
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Fig. 12 Displacement of mass 25
Fig. 13 Numerical efficiency of
friction models
in Fig. 13. The results show that the reference model and the Dahl friction model share the
same computational time, whereas the computational time for the Valanis and Bouc–Wen
models is much higher. The reason for this is probably the higher number of floating point
operations for the computation of the friction force and the Jacobian. The required time
steps for all models are a little lower than for the reference model, whereas the number of
the Jacobian updates is higher.
None of the investigated cases shows a qualitatively different result in terms of numerical
efficiency than the averaged results shown in Fig. 13. As a result of the findings summarized
in Table 3 and the numerical investigations on the multimass oscillator, the three-parameter
Coloumb-type friction model (reference model) seems to be the best choice for the modeling
of dry friction inside jointed structures although it is not continuous.
6 Numerical example—putting it all together
A 2D car pendulum model including an additional point mass at one end of the pendulum
as shown in Fig. 14 is used to demonstrate the method described in Sect. 3 and Sect. 4.
The pendulum is designed as a flexible multilayer sheet structure with three metal sheets
rotationally fixed to the car. The two outer metal sheets (300 mm × 20 mm × 1 mm) are
connected via beams at two locations. The central metal sheet (400 mm×20 mm×1 mm) is
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Fig. 14 2D car pendulum model
FORCE 0: fext (t) =
{− f02 cos( 2πT t) + f02 if t ≤ T2 ,
f0 if t > T2 .
FORCE 1: fext (t) =
⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩
− f02 cos( 2πT t) + f02 if t ≤ T2 ,
− f03 cos( 2πT t) + 2f03 if T2 < t ≤ T ,
f0
3 if t > T .
Fig. 15 External force fext
not directly connected to the outer sheets but connected through contact and friction forces.
The flexible structure has been modeled out of steel in the FE software Abaqus [41], and the
resulting mass and stiffness matrices have been imported into Scilab [54] for all following
computations. The entire model of the structure has nFE = 3009 DOFs, whereof 2709 DOFs
are involved in the joint. The system is excited either by an external force at the point mass
(see Fig. 15 and Table 5) or by gravity (see Table 6).
The differential algebraic equations describing the multibody system as defined by
Eq. (12) and Eq. (13) are solved with a modified HHT solver [30, 31] written in Scilab
[54]. The algorithm is very similar to the solver presented in [31].
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Table 5 Model parameters: case
FORCE mc = 0.95 kg mpm = 0.2 kg
mp = 0.157 kg k = 1000 N/m
f0 = 5 N g = 0 kg m/s2
Table 6 Model parameters: case
GRAVITY mc = 0.95 kg mpm = 0.2 kg
mp = 0.157 kg k = 1000 N/m
f0 = 0 N g = 9.81 kg m/s2
Fig. 16 Used trial vectors free
6.1 Evaluation of the reduction base
Before the contact models are investigated on the car pendulum model, the convergence
in terms of additional JTVs is analyzed. For that reason, the system is computed with the
parameters defined in Table 5 and an increasing number of JTVs. In Fig. 16 the first 18
trial vectors of the reduction base, computed with mode shape orthogonalization out of five
vibration modes, six static deformation modes, and 20 JTVs are shown. The first five trial
vectors in this figure correspond to the vibration modes, whereas the other trial vectors are
JTVs. The figure shows the increased flexibility of the JTVs between the metal sheets in
the joint area. The external force fext in this investigation is applied as a smoothed step
function (FORCE 0) using a half-wave cosine with a short period of T = 0.05 s as shown in
Fig. 15. As a convergence criterion, the Euclidean norm of the contact force vector fc is used
and plotted for different number of JTVs in Fig. 17. For this convergence study, the linear
penalty model is used, but the use of the contact model does not influence the convergence
in terms of JTVs.
Without the use of additional JTVs, the contact forces are distinctly overestimated. The
contact forces computed with 60 JTVs are very close to the converged solution, and, there-
fore, all further computations are executed with 60 JTVs. For the practical application, also
20 JTVs would suffice, as the results in Sect. 6.3 show. Comparing the convergence of JTVs
to the use of additional normal modes shows that with 20 JTVs the results are much closer to
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Fig. 17 Convergence study for number of JTVs
Table 7 Penalty parameters
(A) εN = 400 N/mm3
(B) εN,1 = 667 N/mm3
εN,0 = 133 N/mm3
g0 = 0 μm g1 = −1.25 μm
(C1) εN = 0.16 N/mm2(μm)2 m = 2
(C2) εN = 4.86e−2 N/mm2(μm)3.3 m = 3.3
(D) p0 = 1.23e−4 N/mm2 g0 = 0.4 μm
(E) εN = 5.7e−1 N/mm2(μm) g0 = 0 μm g1 = −1.5 μm
(F) εN = 617 N/mm3 g0 = 0 μm λN = 200 mm−1
(A) linear; (B) two-stage linear; (C1) power func. based (m = 2); (C2) power func. based (m = 3.3); (D) ex-
ponential; (E) quadratic-linear; (F) joint adapted exp
the converged solution than the results with 20 additional NMs. These results are in agree-
ment with [8], where also a comparison to a full nonlinear computation is given.
In terms of computational time, it can be reported that the simulation with 60 JTVs
needs only 0.2 % of the CPU time required for the simulation where all 903 contact pairs
are considered separately.
6.2 Numerical investigation on contact models
For the numerical investigation on the contact models, the 2D car pendulum model was sim-
ulated for the three described cases over a period of Tsim = 2.5 s. To compare the different
penalty models, the contact parameters have been chosen in a way that the maximal penetra-
tion is approximately equal. The parameters given in Table 7 lead to a maximal penetration
of gmax ≈ −3 μm. Clearly, for penalty models with more than one parameter, different com-
binations of the parameters are possible to achieve this maximal penetration. The parameters
in Table 7 lead to a similar pressure-gap relationship as shown in Fig. 8. With the param-
eters in Table 7, all contact models lead to a comparable contact force for all excitations
(external force or gravity). In order to benchmark the numerical efficiency of the different
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Fig. 18 Comparison numerical efficiency of contact models
contact models, the required computational time, the number of time steps, and the number
of Jacobian updates are used as criteria. The results in Fig. 18(b) show that for the excita-
tion with force0, the simple linear penalty model leads to the lowest computational effort.
The number of time steps and Jacobian updates is at the same level for all models. For the
excitation with force1 (Fig. 18(c)) or with gravity (Fig. 18(d)), the numerical investigations
show quite different results. For these two cases, the linear penalty model shows clearly the
highest computational effort. The reason for the difference between the results might be in
the different bending of the flexible structure for the different cases. Whereas the excitation
with force0 only leads to varying bending in one direction, the bending direction changes for
the other two cases. Therefore, it seems that contact models with a quite smooth transition in
the pressure-gap relationship between gapping and penetration have numerical advantages
when it comes to qualitative changes in the deformation state during the dynamic simula-
tion. Apart from the linear model, all other penalty models show a numerical performance
that is approximately at one level for the cases force0 and gravity.
Considering the averaged results (Fig. 18a) of the numerical investigations, it seems that
all models that have a smooth transition in the pressure-gap relationship tend to have lower
computational effort. Together with the comparison of Table 1, the joint-adapted exponen-
tial model seems to be the best choice for computing the contact pressure inside jointed
structures.
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Fig. 19 Displacements of the car pendulum model
6.3 Car pendulum with friction
In order to bring together the results of the previous sections, the multibody system is com-
puted with friction forces inside the joint. As a result of the findings in Sect. 5.2.7, the
three-parameter Coulomb model is used. For the computation of the contact forces, the joint-
adapted exponential model is applied. The friction coefficient is set to μ = 0.15 for these
simulations. In Fig. 19(a) the displacement of the car and in Fig. 19(b) relative displacement
between the point mass and the car for the excitation with force1 are shown.
The figures clearly show the damping influence of the dry friction. In both figures, the
results for using additional 20 NMs, 20 JTVs, and a converged solution with 60 JTVs are
compared. It can be seen that the overestimation of the contact forces by the use of additional
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Fig. 20 Error of relative displacement between point mass and car
NMs leads to a different dynamic behavior of the flexible structure and the car. The solution
with 20 NMs deviates from the converged solution in the amplitude and in the phase of the
motion. Even in this configuration, where the point mass is directly excited by the external
force, the accurate consideration of the nonlinear joint forces influences the displacement
significantly. Note that this effect might be even more observable in the three-dimensional
case.
In Fig. 20 the errors normalized by the mean of the reference solution
ε = (yc − ypm)60 − (yc − ypm)x
(yc − ypm)60
(42)
for the relative displacement for 20 NMs and 20 JTVs are shown. The figure shows that,
with an equal number of additional JTVs and NMs, the error is up to three times higher
when using NMs instead of JTVs.
7 Discussion
This paper describes the use of JTVs based on TVDs to extend the classical reduction base
for model reduction. In context with FEM, this method is compared to other possibilities for
model reduction of nonlinear mechanical systems in [8], whereas the focus of this discussion
is on flexible multibody dynamics. An alternative approach for an extension of the reduc-
tion base for jointed structures is given in [24]. The advantages of JTVs based on TVDs
compared to the trial vectors found in [24] are faster convergence in terms of additional trial
vectors (especially for multilayered complex structures) and easier implementation of the al-
gorithm. TVDs are also used in [12] for the model reduction of flexible multibody systems
with geometric nonlinearities. In [12] the TVDs are directly used for the extension of the
reduction base, which is a major difference to the JTVs, which are computed via POD out
of all TVDs. Furthermore, the TVDs for geometric nonlinearities are symmetric, whereas
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Different contact models can be found in the literature as mentioned in Sect. 5.1. The
contact model preferred in this paper is an adaption of an exponential model and based on
the usage of the exponential distribution describing the asperity of a metallic surface. In [38]
a normal distribution is supposed for the height distribution of the summits a rough surface.
This leads to a pressure-gap relationship, which is similar to the power function based model
in Sect. 5.1.3. The idea of using statistical models for describing asperity heights is also used
in [55]. In this paper it is also mentioned that the height distribution of the asperity summits
tends to be rather a normal distribution than an exponential distribution, but the latter is
sufficient to describe the uppermost 25 % of the asperities of most surfaces.
The work of Gaul and his associates [13, 15] has focused on the investigation of dry fric-
tion and finding alternatives to the Coulomb friction model. In their contributions, however,
the continuity and numerical efficiency of the models was not investigated. In [46] the con-
tinuity of different models is studied in detail, but the computational effort of the different
model was not considered. The difficulties with the discontinuity of the Coulomb model in
dynamic simulations are discussed in [56]. Nevertheless, the results of the numerical inves-
tigations showed that the continuity of the used friction model is of minor importance when
the overall numerical efficiency is evaluated.
For preloaded structures (e.g., clamped joints), the deformation and stress state can be
dominated by the preload force even through a dynamic simulation. For such structures, it
seems to be a promising strategy to consider the preload state for the computation of the
reduction base to achieve further decrease of the number of trial vectors. The Taylor series
expansion of state-dependent trail vectors leads in an intuitive way to the consideration of
the preload state in the TVDs. Therefore, the use of JTVs based on TVDs for considering
preloaded structures will be investigated in future work.
8 Conclusions
The strategy presented in this paper for considering contact and friction inside lap joints of
flexible structures within multibody simulation focuses on three main points:
– Accurate representation of the joint deformation with JTVs
– Efficient computation of the contact forces
– Efficient modeling of the dry friction characteristics
The numerical example in Sect. 6 confirms that the extension of the reduction base with
JTVs based on TVDs leads to an accurate description of the joint deformation. Furthermore,
the study shows that the computational time for a simulation with the number of additional
JTVs required for a converged solution is significantly lower than for a simulation consider-
ing all contact pairs in the joint area.
The joint adapted exponential contact model presented in Sect. 5.1.6 is recommended for
computing contact forces. The model turned out to be numerically efficient, and it has the
advantage that it can be derived from some contact physical background.
Different friction models that capture the characteristics of dry friction were evaluated.
Although the three-parameter Coulomb-type friction model is not continuous, it turned out
to be numerically very efficient and also fulfills all other defined criteria for a dry friction
model.
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Appendix A: Contact models
For completeness, the derivations of the contact pressure pN,i with respect to gN,i for the
contact models described in Sect. 5.1 are given in this appendix.





0 if gN,i ≥ 0,
−εN if gN,i < 0. (A.1)






0 if gN,i ≥ 0,
−εN,0 if g0 > gN,i > g1,
−εN,1 if gN,i ≤ g1.
(A.2)





0 if gN,i ≥ 0,
−mεN | gN,i |m−1 if gN,i < 0. (A.3)






0 if gN,i ≥ g0,
− 1
g1−g0 εN(gN,i − g0) if g0 > gN,i > g1,
−εN if gN,i ≤ g1.
(A.4)





0 if gN,i ≥ g0,
p0





+ 1) − 1
g0
] if gN,i < g0. (A.5)






0 if gN,i ≥ g0,
−εN(exp(λN(−gN,i + g0)) − 1)
− λNεN(−gN,i + g0) exp(λN(−gN,i + g0))
if gN,i < g0.
(A.6)
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Appendix B: Friction models
The mathematical description of the friction models considered in Sect. 5.2 is given in the
following.














The parameter α determines the shape of the hysteresis curve and is commonly set to α = 1.










τF,D = c2s + τD. (B.3)
B.8 Valanis friction model
τ˙V =
E0s˙[1 + λE0 s˙|s˙| (Ets − τV )]
1 + κ λ
E0
s˙
|s˙| (Et s − τV )
, (B.4)
HV = E0




λ = E0(E0 − Et)
RG(E0 − κEt) . (B.6)
B.9 Bouc–Wen friction model
τ˙BW = s˙
(
A − (B + γ sgn(s˙τBW ))|τBW |n), (B.7)
τF,BW = c2s + τBW . (B.8)
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